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QUESTION 1

A Campaign developer is sending proofs for an email delivery. The Campaign developer must indicate what time the
proof was generated in the proof email subject line. 

How should the Campaign developer accomplish this task? 

A. In the delivery properties > advanced, edit the proof properties and define a JavaScript block to calculate the current
timestamp 

B. In the delivery properties > advanced, edit the proof properties to append the current date time stamp when sending
the proof 

C. While sending proofs, manually change the subject line to include the current date time 

D. Code the email delivery to dynamically append the date time in the subject line if a proof is being sent 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-classic/using/sending-messages/key-stepswhen-creating-
a-delivery/steps-validating-the-delivery.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A Campaign developer is creating an expression that requires use of SQL Code to execute. The SQL expression must
reference segmentCode of the target audience. 

How should the Campaign developer reference the Adobe Campaign internal segmentCode attribute in a SQL
expression? 

A. targetData/segmentCode 

B. sSegmentCode 

C. iSegmentCode 

D. targetData/@SegmentCode 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A Campaign developer is setting up a new API to query the recipient table from an external application. The developer
is setting up an Operator for use specifically with the new API. In doing so, the developer selects the option "forbid
access from the rich client" 

What impact does this have on the API? 

A. The Operator will authenticate via external accounts for API access. 

B. The Operator has access via the API. 
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C. `The Operator can issue API calls from within the rich client. 

D. The Operator is denied access via the API. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-classic/using/getting-started/administrationbasics/access-
management.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A Campaign developer configures a delivery with 100 records. After executing the delivery, the developer goes to
approve the targeting. The developer sees 100 records as the target count and 90 records as the To Send count. 

The Campaign developer needs a detailed listing of the individual records dropped and the reason for exclusion before
approving the target. 

After opening the delivery, how should the campaign developer perform this task? 

A. Go to To: -> Exclusions. Select Allow Excluded Addresses. 

B. Go to Delivery -> Exclusions 

C. Go to Tracking 

D. Go to Audit -> Causes of Exclusions 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-classic/using/sending-messages/key-stepswhen-creating-
a-delivery/steps-defining-the-target-population.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A Campaign developer wants to allow users to pick values from a drop-down list within a form and allow users to enter
values that may not be in the drop-down list. 

How should the Campaign developer meet this requirement using enumeration? 

A. Create a user enumeration that specifies open as the type 

B. Create an enumeration within the input form definition 

C. Create a user enumeration that specifies system as the type 

D. Create an enumeration within the schema definition using the type="userDef" syntax 

Correct Answer: B 
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